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Urgent & important 
key disclaimer - Spare parts disclaimer

Thank you for your order for Castell replacements or Spare Keys/Spare Parts. 

We must draw your attention to the potential danger of using or issuing spare keys/spare parts. 

1. Trapped key interlocks control events in a strict sequence. If this sequence is compromised through
the use of spare keys/spare parts, the consequences could cause serious or fatal injury to persons or
damage to processes and plant. In the wrong hands, keys or spare parts could expose person(s) to the
very hazard which the interlocking system has been designed to prevent.

2. Any products with specific safety ratings (including but not limited to Explosion Proof,
Environmental, Hazardous Chemical Environment ratings) will no longer be certified under the
Castell Safety original declaration after modification by third parties. It is essential that such items
are assessed and re-certified by a suitably qualified engineer after modification and before power on.
Power on of such products after modification in any way is at the sole risk of the user. Castell Safety
International cannot be held responsible in any way for damages resulting to personnel, plant or
equipment arising from such activity.

3. Fitting of spare parts or product repairs should be carried out by competent persons suitably qualified
for such activity.

4. Movement and use of Keys and spare parts should be carefully controlled and documented to prevent
misuse whether intentional or not.

Ordering and fitting of spare parts or keys supplied against any order confirms acceptance by the user of 
responsibilities as outlined above.  

Order number:- 

Signed by:- Print name:- 

Job Tittle:- Date:- 

Acceptable common spare parts (see page 2) – other parts must be referred to engineering & compliance for 
approval. Repairing and fitting parts by a 3rd party (not by Castell Safety) invalidates 12 month product 
warranty. 
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Products Part Symbols if applicable * Qty 
KS or KSE Cam switch   
KSS OR KSSE Cam switch   
KSUPS Cam switch   
TDI OR TDI Cam switch   
MSI OR BEMF Cam switch   
KSS20 OR KSSE B5 Solenoid assembly   
TDI OR TDR B5 Solenoid assembly   
MSI OR BEMF B5 Solenoid assembly   
KSUPS, SCP+ B3 Solenoid assembly   
KSS, KSSE, KSUPS led or lamp   
TDI, TDR, BEMF, MSI led or lamp   
SCP+  White courtesy light   
SCP+ Yellow push button   
SCP+ PCB   
SCP+ Terminal connectors   
BEMF Motion sensor   
TDR or TDR Timing module   
MSI Sensing relay   
MSI Proximity sensors   
TDI, TDR, MSI, BEMF,  Green push button   
KSS, KSSE Green push button   
KP, KLP, Limit switch   
AIS, AIES, MBV Limit switch   
KF, KLF, K, KL Lock bolt   
KF, KLF, K, KL, KS20 Lock portion *  
KC, KLC, KP, KLP, KE, KLE Lock portion *  
X box Lock portion *  
Z, Y, W (front lock only) Lock portion *  
AI, AIE, AIES, AIES Side bolt   
D Locking catch   
EDIX Black handle   
EDIX Catch   
All product labels Label   
All FS keys keys   
All Q keys keys   
All Mini lock keys keys   
All Mistura keys keys   
KSD panel mount Lock Portion   
KSD panel mount Switch   
KS20 & 32  Enclosure   
 
 
 




